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KONGSBERG DIGITAL TO PARTNER UP
WITH NORWEGIAN VOYAGE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PROVIDER
DATALOY SYSTEMS

Kongsberg Digital partners with Dataloy Systems, a leading Norwegian
provider of commercial maritime software serving customers worldwide. This
agreement will provide exciting opportunities for both companies, securing
better access to market data and customer insights.

The new partnership allows Dataloy's broad customer base to be able to
connect their data to Kongsberg Digital's Vessel Insight infrastructure,



opening the door to a vast selection of applications and services available on
the Kognifai Marketplace. By leveraging the data already collected in
Dataloy's Voyage Management System (VMS), customers can benefit from
Vessel Insight's contextualised data structure, gaining better control over
their operations and improving their environmental footprint.

“We are glad this partnership will provide greater value to both of our
companies’ customers. They will experience long-term benefits using Vessel
Insight for their digital evolution journey, enabling them to take advantage of
manual data and use high-frequency sensor data. By utilising their data
through Vessel Insight, customers can gain better control and execute
greener and more effective operations.“, says Kim Evanger, VP Maritime
Partnerships at Kongsberg Digital.

Current Vessel Insight customers will be able to enhance their own digital
infrastructure with manual data from Dataloy, which allows them to make
better informed, data driven decisions.

“We are glad to enter this partnership with Kongsberg Digital. The expertise,
experience and data shared between Dataloy and Kongsberg Digital will
create great value for customers on both sides, resulting in improved
operations and efficiency for vessel operators”, says Hege Jacobsen, Head of
Partner Relations at Dataloy Systems.
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KONGSBERG DIGITAL
Kongsberg Digital provides next-generation software and digital solutions to
customers within maritime, oil and gas, renewables, and utilities. The
company consists of more than 1000 software experts with leading
competence within the internet of things, smart data, artificial intelligence,
maritime simulation, automation, and autonomous operations.

Follow us on: www.kongsberg.com/digital and LinkedIn
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